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"My brothers in war! I love you from the very heart,
1 am and always have been of your kind...
So let me tell you the truth!
I know the hatred and envy of your hearts.
You are not great enough not to know hatred and envy.
So be great enough not to be ashamed of them!"

-

1. The most important fact emerging from
the Duke campaign in Louisiana is that the
racial issue is now on the front burner in
politics a n d every o t h e r field, a n d
overshadows all other issues on the present
day political, cultural, economic and every
other arena of endeavor. It is not confined to
Louisiana, nor the South, nor even the United
States. It is now the dominant issue o n a
worldwide scale.
Nor is it anything new, nor something
Innovated bqr David Duke. It has been there,
simmering ominously for a long, long time,
even long before the Civil War, or even
Columbus' discovery of America. What is new
is that it is being openly debated and entering
the field of politics with gusto. Words and
phrases that the Jewish newsmedia defined a s
not "P.C."(politically correct) are now being
bandied back a n d forth by Jewish
commentators, nigger news writers and
politicians, and even by most of the more timid
White politicians, c o m m e n t a t o r s a n d
reporters.

Friedrich Nietzsche

As ~ m e r i c a a n dthe rest of the world
plunges further and further towards total
collapse and complete anarchy, a s our Race
enters into the final hour of decision - when our
fate will be decided - we must take a step back
and criticize our approach to the solution.
There is a plethora of organizations, too
numerous t o cite, that have declared
themselves able and willing to solve the
problems that the White Race is facing. Most
of these are making a full time preoccupation
by fighting the symptoms of White decay and
corruption, without attempting to analyze the
situation in order to determine why we are in
this dire predicament. In a chorus, most
individuals will answer "It's the niggers they're mixing with our kind and biologically
destroying our gene pool!" Yes, that is true, we
are under attack on that front, but that is not
the problem. Others might respond with 'The
core of the problem rests with-the Jews, who
a r e the main proponents of race-mixing,
through the media which they own and
control
Although this statement is partially
true, it doesn't really get to the heart of the
You see, my White Racial
matter.
Comrades, the problem lies within us.
Right down to the last man, it is our fault
that we are in this potentially catastrophic
situation. It was we who bought the Christian
doctrine, and poisoned the future with our
childish flight from reality. It was we who
allowed the niggers to stay in our lands, to
breed more niggers and become a predestined
horror of violence and chaos. It was our kind
who did not heed the warnings of Benjamin
Franklin, Henry Ford, Adolf Hitler, and
others regarding the Jews. Decade after
decade, injustice after injustice, we have
sheepishly tolerated JOG'S advances upon our
rich Racial and cultural heritage. For the
most part, we have become a Race of cowards.
We have ourselves t o blame.
Like cattle, we graze on diets of potato chips,
hamburgers, and beer.
Our pastures are
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"dying rooms", where we gaze a t glowing
electronic boxes, which provide our daily dose
of Pavlovian programming. Like the cattle, we
are being fattened up t o be led to slaughter, but
we c h o o s e not to see it that way. We are
incredibly strong, if we only chose t o use our
strength, but we are too lazy to move. We are
goyim indeed, a s the Jews have dubbed us; we
are mindless animals.
Sometimes we feel like grabbing the White
Race by the scruff of the neck and saying
"Wake up, goddammit! You are sitting on a
bloody time bomb! Now stand up and move!",
but just like they a r e living in the Twilight
Zone, they sleep on ...obeying...whimpering
...intoxicated a n d lazy, blissful in their
ignorance and somewhat annoyed that we
have disturbed them.

2. David Duke did not set this phenomena
in motion. As I said before, it has been brewing
for a long, long time. Ronald Reagan during
his mediocre term began to bring it more Into
public consciousness with his opposition t o
quota bills. Pres. Bush went a step further
when he turned his 1988 lack-lustre campaign
around, coming from behind by using the Willie
Horton case a s a major issue, which his
opponents charged was a racist tactic. The
fact is, it was, and certainly helped him in
coming up from behind to win the presidential
race.
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3. Duke was far from being the ideal
candidate in representing the White racial
position. I have never once heard him mention
the Jewish tyranny a s a n issue of debate.
Furthermore, he also had too many skeletons
in his own closet, besides his past connection
with the K.K.K. and Nazi groups. His moral
and private life leave much to be desired and
had he won, his enemies would certainly have
eagerly aired them out in public. Nevertheless,
although his past was well known, t h e
overwhelming.fact i s that he still won
55% of the White vote, a very, very
significant fact. Actually, this is what the

DON'T SIT AROUhlD WORI?ylNCMIAT THE dEWS ARE DOING
TO "OUR COUNTRY." STAND UP
AND BE CWNTEP. JOIN
THE CHURCH OF THE CREATOR"

We cannot reason with the herd, for there
is n o rational thought behind their behavior.

We could present reams full of statistics,
literally mountains of evidence, and they
wouldn't care a bit. "Let us sleep...sleep is

(Contfnued on Page 2)
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(Contfnued on Page 3)
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(Continued from page one)
good ..I1 they chant in a barely audible tone.
And sleep they do, until they are going to wake
up in a nightmare - with niggers and muds
rampaging the streets, slaughtering Whites as
they riot - while the Christian dogooders will
meekly protest: "Hey, we love you, why aren't
you playing by the rules? That's not nice what
you're doing..."
The vast majorlty of the population are not
interested in being "saved" from anything
except their own convoluted fears of eternal
damnation, and if it were for them that I was
"fighting", I would throw in the towel and let
them pay the piper. They wanted it, so let
them get it good and hard.
But I am not
struggling for them. I am paying homage
to the real men of our Race that came
before us, but more importantly, I am
helping to usher in the brand New Dawn
of the glorious White Superman, The
future shall be a Whiter and Brighter
World that shall surpass all past
civilizations in magnificence and beauty.
Together we shall conquer the world for our
people.. .
What is necessary is a total worldwide
revolution in values, an upheaval that might
just throw this planet off of its axis. The
flames of revolution are starting to burn,
perhaps just a s sacred candles giving light
today, but these tongues of fire shall culminate
soon, setting the world ablaze. Men will
NEVER become passionate enough to throw
themselves into the flames of such a revolution
by shouting war cries of "Favorable Trade
Balance!", and "Equal Rfghts For Whites!" NO!
It was White Men of courage, White Men of
strength, White Men of fury and blazing anger
that conquered the world, and it is exactly the
same type of WHITE MEN that will win it
back. As Adolf Hitler said "Terror can only be
broken by terror. .."
It is a quality of the Jews - the human rats
that they are - t o be sneaky, deceitful, and to
shroud their program of world domination in a
cloak of lies. Many White Racialists choose to
take a similar approach, to "disguise" our
values in order to "trick" the masses into
agreeing with us.
They argue against
immigration that "will upset the ethnic balance
of our nation and erode the common foundation
of culture that we once shared", and the
"America" First proponents, who believe that
the answer to our problem is to "buy American,
and to eliminate the wasteful program of
foreign aid to hostile countries..."; contrary to
being left alone, these organizations are
persecuted every bit as much, still denounced
as "neo-Nazi", "racist" and "violent fascists"!
It is a quality of the White Man to be
forceful, direct, uncompromising, determined
and resolute. It is not becoming of a White
Man to deny his values and beliefs, and to
attempt to blend with the human rats and
pretend that we are really rats ourselves! I
say to HELL with all of the sneaky,
half-hearted attempts a t addressing the
problems that we face; if we are to stand a t
the threshold of history a s the heroes and
warriors of our people, then let us hold our
heads high in total and open defiance of this
insane and unholy world conspiracy that
threatens to engulf all of humanity in its
tyrannical hold. LET US BE WHAT WE ARE!
WE CANNOT SHY AWAY FROM WHAT
HISTORY HAS ORDAINED AS AN
INESCAPABLE NECESSITY!
We must
remember that it is a long and arduous process
of building an organization that can meet this
system head-on and destroy it. Temporary,
flashy pohtical successes are relatively easy to
attain, but it takes years of sweat and toil to
build the real muscle on your body instead of
just putting pads in your jacket.

Even though the majority of our people
glass-jawed yuppies and
are cowards
Christian wimps - I would estimate that
roughly one per cent of our people still have
the guts and raw courage that we need to
overwhelm the enemy. If I were to assume
that my figure is correct, then that means
there are approximately 2 million White Men
of the caliber that we need, residing right here
in North America alone! There are another 3
million fighters in Europe, not to mention
Australia and South Africa, which when all
considered form an international network of
over 5 million White warriors! Aroused,
organized, and united under the
powerful signum vinces of Creativity,
Victory will be ours! Now it is our duty to
reach those men of character, to discipline and
train ourselves, and to raise the battle flag
that shall never be tom down! Even if we
have to chase them across the four comers of
the earth, even if we must be attacked,
hounded and brutalized, even if we must face
the wicked wrath of the eternal Jew, we shall
not "turn the other cheek, we shall not
pretend to "love our enemies", and we shall not
scurry among the rats asking them for
forgiveness for our beliefs! NO! WE SHALL
MEET THEM ON THE BATTLEFIELD OF
LIFE AND DEATH, they shall feel o u r
wrath, and with mighty and unrepentant
hands we shall drive them into the sea!
Let them feel the strength of true White Men!
Let them once again fear our people, as
the defenders of righteousness and truth! Let
them shriek in terror at the coming of
the RACIAL HOLY WAR!

'

White Man! The same iron blood of
your ancestors flows within your veins!
Let this strength drive you to the
dizzying
heights
of
WORLD
CONQUERING POWER! You have cowered
and trembled a t the feet of primates, pygmies
and rats for lonq enouqh! N O W RISE! RISE

and let them feel the weight of your
boot upon their necks, let t h e m cower
before you, steadfast, resolute, tenacious,
indefatigable, and filled with the awesome
power of Horatius at the Bridge! For a
Creator has no division of his loyalties,
he is for the White Race above all other
things! YOU hold in YOUR blood the
strength to move the earth, and shake
the foundations of this rotten system
that is attempting to eradicate us from the
face of the earth. It is they who declared
war upon u s now let us strike back
with VENGEANCE and RETRIBUTION!
We shall not sit idly by and tolerate JOG'S
arrogance, WE SHALL WAGE DEADLY
WAR UPON THEM.
Right now, this is a war of words, a
gathering of forces, an intensifying of our
strength! The secret to our success lies
within you. We must realize that being White
does not make us great, for only superhuman effort culminating in awesome
achievement does. Being White means that
we hold the potential seed of greatness we
must all seek this out and maximize our
ability. We must strive to reach the
pinnacle of physical, mental, and spiritual
health.
CREATORS! 1 call on you to seize the
potential that is within all of us, and to utilize
THAT wealth to the betterment of our people.
T.E. Lawrence said "All men dream, but not
equally. They who dream by night, in the
dusty recesses of their minds, wake in the day
to find that it is vanity. But the dreamers of
the day are dangerous men, for they act their
dreams with open eyes to make it possible..."
The time has come for us to dream bold
dreams, and to intensify the struggle
that must be to achieve them. The time
has come for us to rally our forces. The
time has come for us to stand on top of
the world... and boldly declare a TOTAL
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RACIAL HOLY WAR!

RAHOWA!
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Jewish press admits, but the real figures may
even be considerably higher. This is what the
White people voted, despite denunciations from
the churches, from the (Jewish) business
community, and even from the President of the
United States himself. His own party, the
Republican Party, also disclaimed him.
The fact that even though he only mildly
represented the White racist position, it was
still the key issue in the campaign, and his
financial help came from not only the voters in
Louisiana, but from all over the United States.
This indicates more strongly than ever that the
country (and the world) is ready for a racial
showdown: The war is now on, the White Race
vs. the mud races, an issue we, the Church of
the Creator, have been preaching and
promoting vehemently for nearly 20 years.

'

4. On the other hand, the niggers, unlike
the White voters, strictly practiced racial
loyalty. They voted 96% for Edwin Edwards,
and it is the niggers that voted him in. S o we
had a strictly racial polarization, with
the majority of the White people voting
for a White candidate, and the
overwhelming majority of the niggers
voting for the Jew-nigger contingent. In
future campaigns, it should be thoroughly
emphasized - one candidate is the nigger's
candidate, the other one is the White Man's
candidate. We must polarize each contest to
the hilt.

"...the world is ready for a
racial showdown: the war
is now on, the White Race
vs. the mud races...
1I

5. W e , the COTG, do not clzfislm to have
invented this issue. Nature has ordained it
since the beginning of time - the segregation of
the species, and woe betide any species that
would dare violate her laws. What we have
done, however, is martialled the obvious facts
and structured them into a consistent, orderly
and comprehensive code and religion, the first
such Racial Religion in 6000 years of civilized
history. We have raised the virtue of White
Racial Loyalty to its highest peak in all
history, while at the same time exposing the
idiotic obsession by our people of worshiping
non-existent Jewish spooks in the sky,
especially that of a mythical Jewish bastard.
We want to revolutionize an insane frame of
mind that has deranged and scrambled the
brains of the White Race for the last 1900
years.

6. In order that we get the Jewish tyrant
and monster off our back, it is absolutely
incumbent that we, the White Race, get control
of our own destiny. This we can do only if we
gain control of our government here in the
United States, and in every other White
country. The road t o such attainment
must b e t o build a strong, well
organized,
well
financed
and
all-pervasive White power structure,
one which i s inherently religious in its
zeal, political in its drive, and racial at
its core. When we do this (and we are well on
our way) there is nothing in the world that can
stop us, not the Jews, not the niggers, not
J.O.G. nor any other power on the face of this
planet.

Some Other Observations
(a) Although runnlng a political candidate
under the umbrella of the COTC is slightly
premature, we should whenever a highly
desirable candidate emerges and is ready,
willing and able, start testing the waters and
get into the swim. Although I do not believe
David Duke is by any means our best standard

bearer, nevertheless, I was betting and hoping
he would win. It would have encouraged
(and still will, even though he lost) o t h e r
White candidates t o do likewise and run
on the racial issue. I cannot understand
why Tom Metzger came out at the last minute
and denounced him. What possible motive
could this serve in the interests of the White
Race? However, this is by no means the end of
this issue, only the beginning.

(b) Racial strife and tensions are building
up and running high all over the world.
Skinheads in Germany are burning down the
houses of the muds, even killing them, and the
muds are fleeing for their lives. France is
shipping out the muddy Algerians. Pamyat is
active in Russia, and the Jews are fleeing that
country in large numbers, a once great country
they have assiduously worked to destroy and
leave in shambles.
Canada, Sweden,
Australia, England, the Netherlands and in
fact about every White country in the World is
becomlng race conscious and aware of our
great White heritage. RAHOWA! and more
power to them!
(c) In the campaigns of the future, unlike
David Duke, we must be more explicit, more
strident, more militant; and instead of merely
talking about quotas, affirmative action,
welfare parasites, we must move into the next
phase with gusto and talk more incisively
about the Jewish tyrants and their program to
mongrelize and destroy the White Race. We
must expose the Federal Reserve board
and the corrupt Jewish counterfeiting
ring that it is. We must talk about expanding
our own numbers and territory and driving out
the mud races from our lands as did the early
Texans in the Nineteenth Century (see R.L. no.
75).
(d) Finally, we must face the fact that for
the White Race to pursue Its program for
survival, the time might soon come when we
will be forced to implement Articles 7 and 8 of
Creative Credo no. 64 (see page 401 of the
White Man's Bible). Let us make sure we are
prepared should such an emergency be forced
upon us as a last resort. Let us never be
caught in the disastrous position the Arabs in
Palestine find themselves, where the Jews
have all of the Uzi machine guns and the
Arabs have nothing but rocks to throw back.
Never, never, never give up your guns.
(e) In this last resort scenario, we welcome
letters, literature, suggestions and advice from
any and all our supporters as to how we can
best prepare ourselves for self-defense and in
implementing Articles 7 and 8 as a last resort,
should it become necessary.

(f) In the meantime, recruit, distribute
our literature, and organize to the hilt.
Let us make hay while the sun shines, for
time is running out. DELENDA EST
JUDAICA!
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I'm willing to come to your headquarters
and help in any way possible. Please send me
some information or newspapers that you put
out. Also please send directions, if you think
that I can help your organization.

Bouquets

Brickbats
-

- January

---

Fasdnating Discovery
To Whom it May Concern,
I was recently involved in a conversation
with a Mend of mine and his cousin who was
vlsiting from out of town. The conversation
eventually turned to political matters, which I
tend not to discuss because people have called
me "crazy" or a "zealot". I was surprised to
find, however, that my friend's cousin and I
had very similar ideologies. After an entire
evening of fascinating dialogue, he told me of
your organization. You cannot believe how
excited I became!
Please rush me any
information and materials you can spare.
Sincerely,
H.J.
California

The Great White North
Dear COTC:
Greetings from Canada once again! I have
been spreading our Racial message of
Creativity around my community and so forth
and found that some people are truly
interested, including my father! As yet I
haven't been mass distributing, but I have had
some good feedback from the people who have.
read the Creator message. It's about time
some people started to get sick of the Jews,
niggers, and other mud beasts. I have realized
that Creativity is the answer and others soon
will also; Creativity will pave the way to a
Whiter and Brighter World, thanks to our
Pontifex Maximus Ben Klassen and his
bringing about of this Racial Creed.
RAHBWA!
Yours Truly,
Mark
Guelph, Ontario, Canada

Therefore, I would like to add my name to the
growing list of White Americans who wish to
escape the Talmudic inspired insanity that is
reaching its culmination here in the United
States. A personal cheque for my membership
is enclosed.
You have my erstwhile student turned
Reverend and now mentor, Cliff Swiger, to
thank for moving me off dead center into the
mainstream of Creativity. Now that I have
made the commitment, I will do my very best
to assist Brother Swiger in his efforts to
develop and expand the Church in this area.
It was quite by accident and a stroke of
good luck that I was belatedly introduced, first
to the Patriot movement, then to Identity, and
finally to third party politics, which led me,
unerringly, to your program and the concept of
Creativity. Except for Creativity, a program
with which no one (who has honestly studied it)
can find fault, all of the other movements with
which I have become associated are fraught
with either superstition, dissension,
nit-picking, squabbling, divisiveness or, at
times, profiteering.
Also, except for
Creativity, the other movements are endlessly
explaining and defining the problem but are
offering only platitudes for solutions.
Please provide me with whatever
information and materials I will need to be of
the greatest possible assistance to the Church
of the Creator. Because of my previous
experience, I am fully aware of the difficulties
that lie ahead in tying to deprogram and then
reeducate our brainwashed kinfolk. But, given
the tragic times that undoubtedly lie ahead of
us, perhaps more and more of our fellow
"goyim" will be seeking us out for "salvation".
Very Truly Yours,

J.M.
West Virginia

From Noted Author

Racial Impeachment
To whom it may concern:
I am writing this letter to you because I am
very interested in joining the pro-White
movement! I feel that the Anglo way of life k
being threatened more and more each day in
this country. However, I feel this threat on a
more personal level these days in my own
neighborhood. You see, the area that I live in
is mostly Irish, but nowadays, however, there
are a lot of blacks and hispanics moving in and
compromising my European culture. And, as a
result, slowly but surely, my neighborhood will
become a Third World!
I am writing to the Church of the Creator so
that I can become a member and tell other
people about the pro-White movement. I am
enclosing $1 for a sample copy of your
pro-White newspaper, Racial Loyalty. In
addition to this, I also plan on buying some of
your books in the near future. Thank-you.
Sincerely,
Mike M.
New York

Racial Education
Dear Mr. Klassen:
Following many months of study,
deliberation and "soul searching", I have come
to the conclusion that the Church of the
Creator is the only program in the United
States and perhaps the world that offers any
hope for the survival of the White Race.

Dear Mr. Klassen:
1 read Racial Loyalty with great interest it has in every issue several excellent and
informative articles.
Thank-you for sending it to me.
With Warmest Greetings,
Dr. Martin A. Larson

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD
Dear Mr. Klassen:
I'd heard about your Church before, but
until now I didn't have your address. I
obtained your address from that Jew Geraldo
Rivera's show NOW IT CAN BE TOLD. He
showed one of your calling cards with your
address on it. Luckily, I was taping the
segment so I was able to freeze frame my VCR
and copy down your address!
I'm 26 and am sick and tired of JOG and
their nigger police. It's high time to stop
talking about what is bad and to start doing
something to change things! I've read several
excellent books about our race (Mein Kampf,
Which Way Western Man, and Know Your
Enemies, to name a few) and I truly want to
band with my fellow kinsmen to show what a
few good men can do! Briefly, I have a college
degree (A.S. Criminal Justice), know about
firearms and know how to use them. I was a
Corrections Officer, but I got tired of working
for and around niggers.

For Our Race!
T.M.
Virginia

JOG Attack
RAHOWA!
It was with disappointment I saw that
David Duke didn't win the election last week.
However, the election told us that people in
America are getting tired of the JOG
government.
In Sweden, we are facing a massive attack
on "racism".
The Nazi-hunter Craeme
Atkinson, from the communist garbage paper
Searchlies, was here a month ago. He was on
a meeting with Jews, blacks and communists,
telling them to take photos of us and if possible
beat us up when they see us.
Our goal right now is to spread information
about Creativity in the schools. I believe that
it is between the ages of 17-19 that an
individual makes a definite choice in politics
and race.
I would like to become a Reverend, and
open up a local contact point in Malmoe. It
will be difficult to, however, because JOG is
planning laws that will forbid "racist" groups
in Sweden. As a result, it is near impossible to
get a P.O. Box.
Please let me hear from you soon.
For a Whiter and Brighter World,
Mikael
Sweden

Duke Bashing
Dear Editor:
I don't believe David Duke has helped our
Cause. Let me explain:
(1) He has publicly repudiated his past racist
affiliations. What does that tell White people?
What sort of message does that send to
Whites?
(2) Duke says he is for "Equal Rights for All".
I say to hell with equal rights, I'm for White
Rights only. "Equal Rights" is why we have
this mess.
(3) Duke denies being a racist.
(4) After all of Duke's denials, ass-kissing,
and sucking up to the niggers, he still lost, and
the White Race gained nothing. Think of all of
the Pro-White people who sent large donations,
just to send out a message that a pro-White
past is something to repudiate!
(5) Rockwell said that we can't win by being
sneaky. Doesn't Duke remind you of the
phoney Wallace Campaign? The White Race
gained nothing, but it lost precious time,
money, and energy.
(6) 1 can only support 'a 100% White Racist
for Public Office. We must not lie to our people
and send out confusing messages. For these
reasons I believe that a Duke presidential bid
will only further weaken our cause by taking a
huge chunk of our money and sending it to a
man who will say racism is bad! We can't
afford to be moderate. We can't afford
anything less than hardcore! Wallace wasted
our time - don't let it happen again! Wake
people up! I don't know of any White Racists
who believe in "Equal Rights For All" , we want
White Rights and White Power!!
Down With Duke!
FOR TOTAL WHITE VICTORY WITHOUT
COMPROMISE!

I Remain Your Friend,
AGENT 88!
Vero Beach, Florida

Brickbats

-
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Bouquets

Holy Mission
Dear Rev. Thomas,
Racial Greetings! I hope this finds you in
the best of health. Sorry for not writing, I've
been on a membership drive. It's hard to
educate in this cesspool.
I have a couple of questions for you. Will
you provide me with a list of our POW'S? a n
application for becoming an ordained minister?
the address of a trusted member in this area?
We Creators have a mission of utmost
importance.
Many of us still harbor
nationalist feelings. This is dangerous for we
are in a state of war. The war started when
the first Jewish parasite set foot on European
soil. We should be working hand in hand with
Dr. Pierce (National Alliance), George Dietz
(Liberty Bell), Else Christensen (Odi n i s t
Fellowship,l and Tom Metzger of WAR.
Europe is now open and s o many of our
kinsmen need to hear our message. The East
may become our new homeland, for one thing
that communism has done is keep Eastern
Europe Racially Pure. This will come back to
haunt the Jews who kept our White Brothers
and Sisters oppressed. As the Jews send their
puppets such a s Billy Graham to enslave our
people with a religion of nonsense, we likewise,
must free them with our White Religion.
Where will we get the money to place our
people over there? There are Jewish owned
banks and businesses in every city that will
help, not to mention nigger drug dealers.
Present .45 good reasons why they should help
and they will quickly make a donation.
Our destiny calls us t o preserve our Race
and not their government. RAHOWA!
Yours for the Revolution,
Steve Lovasz, P.O.W.
Pennsylvania

Dear C.O.T.C.:
Greetings fellow Whitemen from Buffalo,
N.Y. How is the homefront down in Otto? My
name is Matthew Mangus, and I am in the
Buffalo Area Skinheads (BASH), and my
fellow skinhead brother Kevin Slack wrote you
and suggested that I follow suit. Is there any
way to receive a copy of "The White Man's
Bible" or other COTC literature, patches, etc.?
I'd pay for this and take care of it with pride.
Also, is there any way that we could have
some sort of White Beret recruitment drive
down here? The mud people are putting up
quite a struggle and we need to organize some
form of trained resistance. This is not a case
of us not being superior fighters, its just that
these beasts don't seem to realize when they're
dead.
So a s No Remorse's "Our Race is Our
Religion" fades from my stereo, I bid you
farewell and eagerly await a response.
WHITE POWER! PRIDE! DIGNITY!
Sincerely,
Matthew Mangus
Buffalo

Victory is Ours!
Dear Creators:
I am disgusted by this sick, Jew-run
society! A society of clones, drones and
zombies.
The Jews created the all-evil
Christianity to enslave the White Race. This
Jew religion leads Whites to believe that they
are to worship the Jews, because the "Holy"
Bible says that they are "God's" chosen.

With Creativity we have the total program
for TOTAL WHITE VICTORY! We Creators
are the soldiers of what is right, true, and
noble. We will save the noble White Race at
any cost! VICTORY IS OURS!
We Creators are exposing Christianity for
what it is, a Jew created religion designed to
enslave us. I am proud to be a member of the
one and only White Racial Religion, Creativity!
Our struggle is for blood, soil and honor. We
are here on a mission to save the White Race!
We will win!
Please send more stickers, papers, and
calling cards s o that I can keep this town on
fire!
RAHOWA!
Chris Falk
Maryland

For the Record
Greetings White Racial Comrades!
It is my pleasure t o inform you of some
very exciting news. Our band, RAHOWA! has
been signed for a record contract by the
European White Power label R E B E L L E S
EUROPEANS! This significant event marks
yet another milestone for Creativity against
JOG in the RACIAL HOLY WAR!
We have taken it upon ourselves to promote
Creativity and the White Race through our
diverse music, which should appeal to White
People from all walks of life. This is our
sacred struggle which we will pursue with the
utmost dedication and sincerity.
We would also like t o thank all of our White
Racial Comrades around the world who
purchased our 4-Song Demo, which was the
first step that led to~todav'ssuccess; and most
important of all, we would like to thank our
Pontifex Maximus, Ben Klassen, for giving us
the glorious Creed of Creativity, which will
lead us to Victory! Yours in the struggle for a
Whiter and Brighter World! RAHOWA!!!
Racial Regards,
Rev. Dan Armstrong
of RAHOWA!
Toronto, Canada

Europe Awake!
Dear Mr. Klassen:
Duke did not win the battle, but the war has
just begun! Europe is finally awakening again
and regaining its cultural heritage. Austria
has had tremendous victories by far-right
parties. Where will the White Man's enemies
hide? The villains who want non-White
immigrants to enter Europe and the U.S.
desire it s o that they inter-racially breed with
the Whites, watering down (more like
muddying up) our gene pool - thus (they hope)
destroying us forever. Then, they hope,
everyone will be mulatto slaves, unable t o
think independently, organize,
or be
self-productive, hence becoming no threat to
their mastery over the earth.
But this will not happen - a new generation
of Whites around the world realize the
mistaken, ignorant thinking of their
forefathers in allowing the myth of equality
among the races to prosper. We youth have
been bombarded with Iiberal/race-mixing
ideology - all LIES! The strong amongst us
have broken the chains of our liberal captors
and will no longer put up with their activities.
To the older generation of fighters: you can be
proud that you carried the torch through the
years of darkness, for now, a s the dawn
comes, the light is overtaking the darkness and
will banish it with its brilliance.
Yet we must not bask in our many victories
- WE MUST DOUBLE OUR EFFORTS! Vote
and act a s a RACE, not like the traitorous,
brainwashed White idiots that did not vote for
David Duke! Like the homosexuals, the liberal
Whites a r e genetic freaks - they lack the
innate, inbred fortitude that made our Race
great. They are the perfect example, like the
non-Whites, of dysgenics. Keep up the great
work!
My Honor is My Life,
John Marconi
Ohio

Armed White Youth

The Great Day of the Rope
To Whom It May Concern:
Fellow Aryans,
I was given your address by a friend, and
after he showed me a copy of Racial Loyalty, I
just had to write! Over the past 3-4 years I
have come t o the realization that the White
Race is the chosen people, not the Jews a s
JOG and their conspirators would have us
believe! To hell with them & the other mud
races who live off of the sweat and toil of the
honest White man! Our people are the ones
who are being persecuted, not those lowlives!
The time of revolution is coming soon when
we shall claim America a s our true homeland!
Oh, the glorious day when the muds are
deported, our borders are closed & the race
traitors are swinging from the gallows like the
dogs they truly are! I would be very pleased
indeed if you could send me a copy of the latest
Racial Loyalty, & add my name t o your
mailing list. I also understand that you
publish "The White Man's Bible", I would be
forever indebted to you if you could send my
one s o that I can spread the true gospel! I
hope that you will pass the items I've
requested on to me s o that I can share them
with my friends & spread the word to others.
My son is a skinhead (a true White Warrior!)
and I'm sure his friends would also be very
interested. Thank-you and keep the faith.
WHITE POWER!
J. Anderson
Colorado

Greetings. I am the founder and
spokesperson for the Armed White Youth
Movement based in Guelph, Ontario. For
years we have been victimized by Jew
sponsored minority hiring quotas that force
brave and loyal White men to unemployment,
despair and financial ruin. Our organization
seeks to unite the White and dangerous youth
of Southern Ontario who wish to prepare for
the soon to come Race War.
I seek to educate my followers in the path
of racial awareness, loyalty and defense. In
preparation for our own local struggle and for
the worldwide apocalyptic Race War, we are
in search of our loyal White brothers
throughout North America who can share with
us their knowledge and insights. Please
provide us with the address of The Church of
the Creator location in Toronto, Canada.
Sincere1y,
K.S.
Canada
at the World Headquarters, has left to organize and recruit on
the field. His efforts and energies were much appreciated by all
Creators. This edihon of Racial Loyalty was edited by Rev. Eric
Hawthorne, who has spent two months working here at H.O., and
as left to further promote Creativity with his White Racial
omrades in Toronto. Canada. We are proud to welcome Rev. Lou
urrence, of Jacksonville, FL. Rev. Durrence will be an excellent
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Genesis 19:

From the Jewish Bible:
Wild stories of Pornography, Obscenity, Immorality and
Violence which are being accepted by the gullible Christian
yokels as 'The Word of God

"...

Part XVI in a Series based upon Chapters of
"TheX-Rated Book: Sex and Obscenity in the Bible"
by J . Ashleigh Burke (with illustrations by Ron Quinn)
Judeo-Christian Bible Condones Incest
Righteous Man Has Sex With His

Two Daughters While Drunk

25 And he overthrew those cities, and all
the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities,
and that which grew upon the ground.
2 6 But his wife looked back from
behind him, and she became a pillar of
salt.
2 7 And Abraham gat up early in the
morning to the place where he stood before the
Lord:
2 8 And he looked toward Sodom and
Gomorrah, and toward all the land of the
plain, and beheld, and, lo, the smoke of the
country went up a s the smoke of a furnace.
2 9 And it came to pass, when God
destroyed the cities of the plain, that God
remembered Abraham, and sent Lot out of the
midst of the overthrow, when he overthrew the
cities in which Lot dwelt.
30 And Lot went up out of Zoar, and dwelt
in the mountain, and his two daughters with
him; for he feared to dwell in Zoar: and he
dwelt in a cave, he and his two daughters.
31 And the firstborn said unto the younger,
Our father is old, and there is not a man in the
earth to come in unto us after the manner of
all the earth:
3 2 Come, let us make our father drink
wine, and we will lie with him, that we
may preserve the seed of our father.
3 3 And they made their father drink
wine that night: and the firstborn went
in, and lay with her father: and he
perceived not when she lay down, nor
when she arose.
3 4 And it came to pass on the
morrw, that the firstborn said unto the
younger, Behold, I lay yesternight with
my father: let us let him drink wine this
night also; and go thou in, and lie with
him, that we may preserve seed of our
father.
35 And they made their father drink
wine that night also: and the younger
arose, and lay with him; and he
perceived not when she lay down, nor
when she arose.

I

That a man (and an old man at that) can be
so drunk that he doesn't know what he is doing
and still perform sexually seems rather
improbable. On the other hand we must
remember that Lot was a righteous man and
so, found God's favor, also that God makes
anything possible. Accordingly, if expediently,
Lot does indeed perfom:

THE RIGHTEOUS LOT
GUlLTYOFlNCEST

Lot and his two daughters are guilty of
incest,
Yet he is called righteous and one of God's
best

The story of Lot's incestuous affair with his
two daughters is told in the 19th chapter of
Genesis. In the previous chapter, God informs
Abraham of his intention to destroy the cities
of Sodom and Gomorrah because of the
wickedness of their people, and particularly
the principal wickedness in the two cities of
the practice of sodomy, o r as it is generally
termed today, homosexuality. God himself
warns Abraham, who does not live in Sodom,
of the city's impending doom. He sends two of
his angels to inform Lot, who does live in
Sodom.
Incidentally, Lot is either the nephew or the
brother of Abraham. Genesis 14:12 says that
Lot is Abram's (Abraham's) brother's son while
both Genesis 14:14 and 14:16 say that Lot is
Abram's brother, one of numerous biblical
contradictions.
Here is the story of Lot and his daughters:

36 Thus were both the daughters of
Lot with child by their father.

The Purpose of this Series

WHY IS A GROWN- ADULT MAN
LIKE YOU,STILL READINGTHOSE
FAIRYTALES?
1

1

Our purpose of this series is to expose
and destroy the myth of the sanctity of the
Jewish scribblings which have been foisted
through deceit and terror by the perfidious
Jews upon the White People as the "ultimate
and immutable word of God". The fact is that
the Jew-spawned Christianity (centered on the
anti-natural, absurdly illogical and suicidal
legends about a mythical Jewish bastard) is'
the deadly mind poison which destroyed the
glorious White ' Roman civilization and is
currently destroying all of the White Race;
therefore Christianity must be exposed,
defeated and eliminated in order to save the
White Race. By using ridicule and unmasking
this idiotic age old spooks-in-the-sky swindle,
we believe we can hest help lead the White
Race back to sanity, commotl sense, and a
healthy, constructive attitude towards its own
best interests. Delenda est Judaica!

-
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CREATIVITY NEWS I%OM AROUND THE
METZGER-MAHON

CREATOR .
OF THE MONTH AWARD

-

The Creator of the Month Award for January goes to
Rev. Dan Hassett of Missoula, Montana. Rev. Hassett,
a newcomer to Montana, delivered a speech on the principles of Creativity at the University of Montana. His
speech, besides awakening many students to the values
of our Racial Religion, also attracted quite a bit of
attention from the media. Rev. Hassett has dedicated
himself to the building of a solid Creativity movement,
and along with the other able Montana Creators, we feel
he'll prove worthy of the task!
RAHOWA! Reverend Dan Hassett!

RAHOWA!
Music Band
Gets Record
Contract

I

I

nnclAL

The Canadian Creativity
skinhead Band, RAHOWA!,
has been signed to the
Rebelles Europeans record
label out of France. Rebelles
Europeans is well known
around the world as one of the
premier Racialist recording
companies, publishing such
PLLswZDQE*7Zr)S'
popular
skinhead bands as No
B Y I E Y . B I I : M m
Remorse.
2
,
-Rex.Dan Armstrong -and - t rhe-RAHOWA~4 s m em ws a I
recordrng of the band. Released in
R ~ jon
~ . L~~~is, both I've
Dec. '91. the demo tape included four
semi-professional musicians, songs: White Revolutmn. Trumph of the
W111,Ram R m and Victory Day, the latter
have been the two main forces berng recorded m Rev. Latvls' livmg
behind the bandVs success. room one Saturday afternoon. About

4soNGm

They plan on doing an
extensive album release tour
this summer, to celebrate the
music and the creed that
inspired them. Although they
haven't been given a definite
release date, the album should
be out in the spring of 1992.
RAHOWA!

I

100 denms were released, which the

band

SOH

quickly at concerts.

Maryland Still Reeli~

From Racial Loya
Chris Falk knows how the media can react to
Racial Loyalty distributions. Inspired by Creativity,
this young man took to the streets and distributed
R.L.'s on doorsteps all over his neighborhood. Within
hours, the television, newspaper, and radio media were
beating down his door for interviews. (Evidently,
someone who saw Chris tipped them off).
The resulting media exposure brought in dozens of
inquiries from Baltimore and the rest of Maryland.
Kee~
UD the meat work, Chris! RAHOWA!

Geraldo and
NOW IT CAN BE TOLD
Although it's old news by now, The COTC appeared
on the above two shows, which brought in hundreds of
inquiries into our Creed and Program, even though we
only appeared for approximately ten minutes total on
the two broadcasts. Media requests for interviews are a
regular occurence at our world H.Q. We urge all
Creators to contact the local media in your area, and
arrange television, newspaper, and radio interviews.
We've got what White people are looking for!
Watch for the COTC to be featured on Geraldo early
in the new year!

his

I

The schism that Creativity started is in full swing in
the Racialist movement, the point of controversy being
Christianity. On one side of the schism is those misled
Whites who refuse to see through the Jewish smoke
screen, and want to bow down to a mythical Jewish
bastard and beg for forgiveness for alleged "sins".
Translation: they are forever ill-at-ease with natural
human instincts; Christianity teaches that man is born
with "original sin", meaning that he is inherently evil,
and must spend the rest of his life trying to appease a
big Jewish spook-in-the-sky, who knows his every
thought and action, and is very eager to condemn him to
that fiery pit called HELL.
I could belabor the lunacies of Christianity endlessly,
but the point here is that many KKK factions, such as
the one led by Tom Slobb (aka Tom Robb), have
ostracized other Klansmen for taking sides with the
COTC on the Christianity issue. I am as dismayed as
Nietzsche, who wondered, "Is this possible! this is
going on because of a Jew crucified 2,000 years ago
who said he was the son of God...Can one believe that
things of this sort are still believed in?" No Friedrich, I
cannot, and neither can Dennis Mahon or Tom Metzger.

On the weekend of ~ecember8th, 1991, Creators
from around the world remembered the men and women
who have given their lives in the fight for White
survival. December 8th marks the day that Robert Jay
Mathews, the leader of the Bruder Schweigen (Silent
Brotherhood), died at the hands of JOG FBI agents after
a 24 hour stand off in a house on Whidbey Island.

"Is this possible! this is
going on because of a Jew
crucified 2,000 years ago...
can one believe that things
of this sort are still.
believed in?"
Nietzsche

-

Metzger and Mahon are two of the most
trustworthy, sincere, upright, and dependable men in the
Racialist movement. Dennis Mahon, whom we view as
the foremost Klansman in America and publisher of The
White Beret, has been going under heavy attack for his
defense of Pontifex, and has publicly denounced the
incompatibility of Christianity with White Survival.
Tom Metzger has also burned his bridges, by discarding
all of the spooks-in-thesky nonsense, and condemning
those who "Put a middle-eastern religion before the
White Race..."
Our conclusion? We urge all White Racial Loyaliits
Creators - to send letters of support and comradeship
to Metzger and Mahon, two fine examples of true White
MEN, in contrast to the impotent Christian slaves . To
be an enemy of these men is to obstruct progressive
action towards the survival and advancement of the
White Race.
In Nietzsche's own words, "We were friends and
have grown distant from one another. But it is right
that should be so; let us not dissemble and obscure it,
as if it were something to be ashamed of. We are two
ships, each of which has its destination and its course;
our paths will cross and we will celebrate a feast
together..."
Stay tuned...

-
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W.A.R.

The White Beret

P.O. Box 1784
Fallbrook, CA
92028

P.O. Box 434
Catoosa, OK
74015

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE NOT FAMILIAR
WITH THE WHITE BERET, COMRADE MAHON
HAS AN ENORMOUS RACIALIST VIDEOTAPE
SELECTION. SEND $1 TO THE WHITE
BERET FOR A CATALOG.

In Toronto, Canada, over 100 White men and women held a rally to mark the occassion. Rev. Dan
Armstrong, and a host of others, spoke to the
enthusiastic audience about the struggle we are engaged
in.
The Church of the Creator in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
held a rally in their 3,000 sq. ft. Church headquarters,
with hundreds of participants, including many from out
of state. Rev. Mike Wilson and others delivered
powerful speeches about the principles of Creativity and
the memory of our fallen heroes, such as Rev. Brian
t was gunned down in
Kozel, the young White B e ~who
cold blood by a gang of hispanic thugs.
In Detroit, Michigan, Rev. Rocky Suyhada and
Rev. Ken Olsen delivered speeches to a congregation of
Creators. Meetings were also held in hundreds of other
cities around the world, sending a message to the green
graves of our sires: We remember your sacrifices, and
you have motivated us to action to build a Whiter and
Brighter World for the future generations of our kind.
The day will come when the heroic deeds of our fallen
heroes will be taught in schools around the world.

Another New
Creativity Chapter!
Rev. Cliff Swiger of Fairmont, West Virginia and
his small group of Creators, have pledged themselves to
the building of a solid Creativity Movement in their
beautiful state. Regular orders for dozens of books, and
enthusiastic letters from new recruits, have become
common-place from the Fairmont area. Rev. Swiger's
favorite book is NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION,
which he describes as "The White Man's Life
Insurance!"
Rev. Swiger is sure to become a popular figure in
the Creativity movement, and his continued success is
integral to the victory of Creativity. RAHOWA! Rev.
Cliff Swiger!
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THE BLACK PLAGUE OF VIOLENCE
Will White America Become "Another Victim"?
One of the 16 Commandments
of CREATIVITY states: "Be
fruitful and multiply! Do your
part in helping to populate the
world with your own kind!"
Therefore, to bring eligible White
men and women together and facilitate the accomplishment of the very
important goal of White genetic procreation, Racial Loyalty has created a
i? "White racial match-making service" which
is called CUPID'S CORNER.
There has already been considerable interest
among our members in taking advantage of our
CUPID'S CORNER in finding an ideologically
compatible life-partner for themselves, and we
have received several inquiries.
We invite all White readers of Racial Loyalty
(and especially White girls and women!) to
participate in the White racial match-making
service by writing to:
CUPID'S CORNER c/o Racial Loyalty
P.O. Box 400, Otto, NC 28763, USA
I..Include a recent photo of yourself.
2..Give most of the basic statistics: race,
ancestry, age, sex, weight, height, color of eyes
and hair, health, overall appearance.
3..Brief personal resume: level of
commitment to the pro-White racial activism,
ideological / political / religious convictions,
education, job, hobbies, interests, talents.
4..Preferences about potential life-partners
of the opposite sex with whom the writer would
like to conrespond.
These are some of the items you might wish
t o cover in the initial letter, but it is not
necessary to go into too much detail. Keep it
short and to the point. The essential information
of your inquiry will be added t o our
match-making master list.
The ultimate objective of participation in the
White racial match-making service - CUPID'S
CORNER is, we hope, marriage and the founding
of another White family.
The White racial match-making service CUPID'S CORNER is provided free of charge as
a special service to all White subscribers to
Racial Loyalty.
White Men and Women, be fruitful and
multiply! D o your part in helping t o
populate the world with your own kind!
Rahowa! This planet is all ours!
(Disclaimer: Racial
Loyalty encourages all
participants in the White
racial match-making service,
CUPID'S CORNER t o use caution and sound Judgement in
evaluating potential partners.
Rctial Loyalty takes no responsibility for possible misinfoi.mation a n d l
or mis-matches. "Caveat emwtor!"
Buyer beware!"

P
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1 1 M a t c h - M a k i n g Service, pleaseh e beWpatient!
It t a k e s time a n d effort t o develop a good
m a t c h - m a k i n g m a s t e r list.
T h e problem is
t h a t m o s t of o u r r e s p o n s e s a r e coming f r o m
men.
But, we are s u r e , w i t h t i m e w e will
r e a c h a m o r e diverse g r o u p of eligible W h i t e
people, not only in t h e U.S., b u t a l s o E u r o p e ,
A u s t r a l i a a n d S o u t h Africa.

We must alert the White Race to their fate as
the clock ticks on in this dangerous hour.
We must be prepared for the coming Race War.
Whites will be a minority in California by the year
2002 - just ten years away! The decade of the 90's
will
welcome
the
l a r g- e s t
wave
of
immigration
to
this
continent
since
Columbus discovered it, of which a whopping
90% will be muds. Non-Whites are breeding at an
unprecedented rate, and although they can't add, they can
multiply. And multiply they will, White Man, until you
are surrounded by an ocean of starving, clawing, violent
t h e r e will be a m a s s a c r e of
hordes;
u n p r e c e d e n t e d severity with cataclysmic
ramifications - the extinction of .the White
Race - unless we act with the intensity made
mandatory by the urgency of o u r plight.
Remember San Domingo, where the niggers slaughtered
White men, women and children right down to the last.
(See The White Man's Bible - C.C. 30, p.176).

Month after month and year after year Racial Loyalty
has included the column "Another Victim", which selects
a particular anti-White crime and reports the horrifying
details.
In modern day America, there is a n
unprecedented wave of black-on-White rapes,
assaults, murders and armed robberies.
This
once beautiful land of opportunity and peace
has been overrun with primitive African
savages who rule our streets and terrorize our
people. Detroit, the former bastion of American
industry, has become a burnt-out cesspool of disease and
degeneracy as Whites fled to the suburbs. (Detroit is now
over 75% black!) New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
Washington D.C. have become urban jungles of crime
and filth. Many more American cities are to follow, and
as the urban domino effect takes its course, the once
great Urited States of America will slide into oblivion.
The U.S. media, owned and operated by the
international Jewish network, is continuously
demanding that "hate crime" legislation be brought in
and enforced. But wait! These new "hate crime" laws
weren't designed to protect you, Whitey! If you can
believe it - these laws are to protect blacks, Jews, and
muds from White criminals!!!! Absolutely nothing
could be more insane!
Pat Buchanan, the nationally syndicated columnist,
provides these statistics:

(1) Blacks commit 8 times more
assaults than do Whites.
(2) Blacks commit 9 times more rapes
than do Whites.
(3) Blacks commit 14 times more
murders.
(4) Blacks commit 19 times more armed
robberies. - (5) Black neighborhoods are 35 times
more violent than White
communities.
(6) Black-on-White gang attacks are 60
times more common than
White-on-black.
(7) Criminal investigators estimate that
over 3,500 White women are
raped by non-Whites every week.
(IMPORTANT NOTE: re-read the above figures,
keeping in mind that blacks are only 12% of the
population - which means that black males
account for only 6%.)
As Negroids increase their "hate-Whitey" rhetoric - as
our once proud, clean and peaceful cities spiral further
and further into anarchy - these numbers will get even
worse! But they are more than just numbers: behind them
is real-life pain and suffering. The Jewish Occupational
Government, well aware of the anti-White violence, is
passing laws making it illegal for Whites to defend
themselves when attacked! What treacherous, sinister,
alien force has taken over this land? Where is the
mighty White Warrior of yesterday? How and'why are
our people tolerating this insanity?
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion says that
"...forthe sake of victory, we must keep to the program
of violence ..." - this is the Jewish plan - to create such
anarchy and suffering that the masses of Goyim would be
willing to sacrifice anything for law, order and personal
safety. Politicians and members of the media, when
confronted with the problem of rapidly escalating
violence, advocate the establishment of a police state to
combat the problems. Metal detectors, computer
operated "I.D. cards", the banning and seizure of all
firearms, the installment of video-camera monitoring a
devices, the imposition of curfews and the destruction of
every natural right that White Americans ever had are the
proposed solutions to the problem. Orwell's 1984 is
rapidly approaching, my White Racial Comrades, a n d
only quick, decisive, organized, determined
and progressive action can save us. Listen to
me!
We are on a crash course to oblivion!

I
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has nearly one million people on welfare, 500,000 drug
addicts. an estimated 400.000 AIDS carriers, 2,000 murders
per year, and is the car theft capital of the world. "Start
spreading the news, I'm leaving today..."!

WE HAVE THE TOTAL SOLUTION
I have not written this article to deplore and lament
our situation ad nauseam. I haven't quoted statistic after
statistic to entertain you with quaint trivia. NO! I am
compelling you to act to save your skin, to
wake up from your "brotherly love" insanity
and to embark on a heroic and determined
quest to awaken the White Race. For although
time is running out, we have the most powerful weapon
of self-defense: it is called Creativity, and it is a
total White Racial Religion, the first such
Creed and Program that has existed in 6,000
years of recorded history. Our membership is
growing on a worldwide basis, as more and more White
people see the insanity of this system and want to build
a new world, a Whiter and Brighter World for
the future happiness and prosperity of o u r
children t o come.
Join t h e Creativity
movement a n d hasten the day when all
enemies of the White Race - niggers, muds
a n d Jews, will be shipped o u t of this
country. We have the moral right to do so,
we have a natural obligation to d o so - and
once we have the political clout - it will be
done. For now, we must intensify the struggle tenfold.
We must take the Creativity Creed to the streets, and we
must promote it with religious vigor. All forces of
destruction mobilized against o u r aggression
will ultimately end in defeat ...keep your eyes on
the prize, White Racial Comrades! CARPE DIEM - SEIZE
THE DAY! Propagandize! Proselytize! Organize!
EITHER VICTORY OR DEATH!

-
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' COTC in South Africa
Kerk van die Skepper
Posbus28628
Sunnyside 0132
South Africa

'COTC in Sweden
Kreativistens Kyrka
P.O. Box 504
562 02 Taberg
Sweden

'COTC in Sweden
Kreativistens Kyrka
BL 670
114 79 Stockholm
Sweden

' COTC in England
P.O. Box 229
Worcester. WR2 4SU
England
COTC in England
c/o NSG
P.O. Box 1924
Great Barr
Birmingham, 843 7NJ
England

'COTC in Maryland
P.O. Box 16661
Baltimore, MD 21221

RAHOWA! Music Band
3430 Finch Ave. East
Unit 5A, Box 112
Scakro, ONT, MIW 2 ~ 5
Canada
COTC in Canada
Pine Valley Postal Outlet
7700 Pine Valley Drive
P.O. Box 72090
Woodbridge
Ontario L4L 8N8
Canada

'COTC of Germany
COTC of Ireland
COTC of Australia
C/O COTC World Center
P.O. Box 400
Otto, NC 28763 USA

P.O. Box 92357
Warren, MI 48092
(313) 729 5622

-

P.O. Box 784.
Sterling Hts., MI 48312
P.O. Box 8234
Jackson, MS 39284

' COTC in Montana
P.O. Box 491
Superior. MT 59872

'COTC
P.O. Box 2231
Missoula, MT 59806

COTC White Berets
& White Rangers HQ

Box 400,Otto,NC 28763

' COTC in Illinois
P.O. Box 102
Moline. IL 61265

By Kohy McImvghlin
Kaimin Reporter

The mixing of races in the
United Suues has put the white
raceindangerof extinction,membas of a white supremacist group
said Wednesday.
A h e a d discussion broke out
between two members of the
Chmh of the Creator and members of the Black Suldenl Union
aftera noon speakout against racism at UM Wednesday.
D m y Hassett. a member of

the church. said the open microphonediscussiontvas"vay0ne-

sided"
"Itw s slanudagainst whim"
he s a i d "White people are the
mainstay of productivity. creativity and intelligence."
Anvood Stickney told BSU
member Robert "Dcz" Freanan.
"We do believe that mixing the
races is bringing the white mce
down." Neither Hassett nor
Stirkney spoke a the rally.
Freeman had "Nigger" and
''Naggergo home" notes taped to

-

his dm in Knowla Hall after he
was eleaed president of the donn
earlier this year.
"It seems like these people
would find somebodyto hate even
if the entire United States was
white," he said.
Suckney said his organization
fears b e extinclion of the white
race. But, he toldFrman. hedoes
not hate black people, nor does he
appveof racial harasment. Separate ra-es cannot exist peacefully
together, he added.
Stickney also said only whites

shouldlive in thcUnircdSram,and
other nres should return to their
native countries.
"If everybody gasbacktotheir
owncounmes,thcwhitcnrr~
to go back to Europ." Freeman
responded. Stickney did not reply.
Stickneyand Hasseaagreedthat
mixingof theracescreatesmmuch
tension in this counUy.
" D i a e n t mxs cannot live log a h a peacefully." Hassm said.
Freeman said " i g ~ ~ a n a "
ated the auitudes held by people
such as Hasseu and Stidoley.

ITHE WHITE RACE IS GOING EXTINCT

Box 294
4712 Avo. N.
Brooklyn, NY 11234
COTC NY White Berets
P.O. Box 628
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
(212) 330 - 9183

'COTC White Guard
'-O- O
' x 53
Thornwood, NY 10594

'm T C OH White Berets
P.O. Box 20365
Kettering, OH 45420

'COTC OH White hangers
P.O. Box 11588
Cincinnati, OH 45211

'COTC in South Carolina
P.O. Box 1146
Pickens. SC 29671
P.O. Box 326
Fairfax Sta.. VA 22039

'COTC in ldaho
Rt.2, Box 30 A
Weippe, ID
' 83553

the

'COTC in New Yo:k

' COTC VA White Berets

* COTC in California
P.O. Box 7029
San Diego, CA 92167

I Racism
hits home with students
1 ABer speakout...
I he white race is dying, supremacists say
-

'COTC in Mississippi

P.O. Box 69
Pinole, CA 94564

COTC Bakersfield
White Rangers
P.O. Box 60214
Bakersfield, CA 93386

)( Speakers share experiences at rally
I

'COTC in Michigan

' COTC in California

'COTC in California
P.O. Box 301
El Cerriio. CA 94530

.

'COTC MI White Rangers

' COTC Canadian Security Legions
3430 Finch Ave. East
Unit5A. Box 112
Scarboro, ONT ,M W 2K5 Canada
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' COTC in Wisconsin
P.O. Box 14543
Milwaukee, WI 53214
Wisconsin hotline:
(414)384-8654
'COTCWI
Security Legions
P.O. Box 44304
Milwaukee, WI 53214

' COTC in Wisconsin
P.O. Box 531
Sturtevant, WI 53177
COTC in Wisconsin
P.O. Box 1052
Kenosha, WI 53141
COTC in West Virginia
P.O. Box 284
Rivesville, WV
26588

There was a time when the mass media kept a lid on this issue. Now, so confident that the White
Race is a thihg of the past, they are rubbing it in our faces. Take the above TIME advertisement, for
example, which appeared in the December 9/91 edition of PEOPLE Magazine. The photograph shows 38
babies, an assortment of muds, with a grand total of ONE White child, pictured in the bottom right-hand
corner. The caption reads "HEY, WHITEY, YOUR TURN AT THE BACK OF THE BUS." Meaning, quite
obviously, that we will be the unwanted element in this brave new world of the 21st Century. The
caption goes on to add that "Sometime soon, white Americans will become a distinct minority in a
largely brown cultural and racial mix." In the past, Whites who stood up and said the same thing were
regarded as crackpots and xenophobics. Now, it's front page news. The question that every man must
answer is: are you for the Survival of the White Race, and the building of a Whiter and Brighter World,
or are you for the mongrelization and elimination of our people? Race Traitors Beware! When the
White backlash comes, it won't just be at the ballot box...
Apparently, we are supposed to just say "Okay, alright, you got us...we're dying...fine. That's
okay. We still think you're a great bunch of people. Take good care of the planet, and by the way, we
hope you enjoy all that we've contributed...oh, that's right, I'm sorry, we didn't contribute
anything...well, at any rate, got to be going now, urn, yeah...love y'all, bye-bye!" Danny Welch from
Klanwatch has this to say about The Church of the Creator: "These people are extremely
dangerous...they truly believe in the survival of the white race." DAMN RIGHT WE DO, Danny boy!

THE DIE HAS BEEN CAST - THERE IS NO TURNING BACK.

EITHER VICTORY OR DEATH!
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WHITE PEOPLE A WAKE! SA VE THE WHITE RACE!

I

HELP US PUT TEN MILLION WM5's IN THE HANDS OF OUR WRC'S!
-

- -

-

-

-

The Books of the Creativity Religion

The Little White Book

The logical, complete, comprehensive, conclusive, coherent, meaningful and
inspiring philosophy-ideology-religion of CREATIVITY is the one and only racially
relgbus TOTAL PROGRAM, FINAL SOLUTION and ULTIMATE CREED, to which all
White Men and Women can finally dedicate their total loyalty and commitment,
knowing that the Creativity Movement is the only salvation for the White Race in its
desperate struggle for survival. Dear White Racial Comrade, read our
books and join with us in the glorious mission to awaken our White
Racial Comrades and Save the White Race!

A catechism of our White Racial Religion,
to be carried and read by every White
Racial Loyalist - Creator - as a daily
religious affirmation. Pocket size, 94
pages.
$3 each 15 copies for $10 - postpaid.

Nature's Eternal Religion
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1973. 508 pages, 49 chapters.
This book sets forth the fundamentals of a Racial Religion for the White Race based
on the Laws of Nature. It exposes the whole panorama of the sinister conspiracy
that is threatening to mongrelize and destroy the White Race, and lays out an
effective Creed and Program for the solution of the ills that beset the White People.
$8 each / Carton of 8 -- $40 / Carton of 32 -- $100 - postpaid.

The White Man's Bible

Salubrious Living
Written by Arnold DeVries and Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1982.
244 pages, 22 chapters. This books spells out in detail our program for living a
Natural Life Style and achieving and maintaining the Ultimate in Superb Health and
Wellbeing. (IMPORTANT NOTE: It is not mandatory to follow the Salubrious Living
diet in order to become a member or Reverend in the COTC.)
$5 each 1 Carton of 12 -- $30 1 Carton of 48 -- $100 - postpaid.

~ ~ u @ ~I&@&@
@ ~ Q a ~
$5 each 1 Carton of 10

The Racial Loyalty Portfolio
Limited edition collector's item! The first
large-book-format contains complete
reproductions of the first 20 issues of the
best pro-White newspaper Racial Loyalty
in 100% original size.
$50 each - postpaid.

X-Rated Book:
Sex and Obscenity in the Bible
This book exposes the Judeo-Christian
Holy (?) Bible. Quotes original chapter and
verse.
$8 each - postpaid.

The Score
by Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko

By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1981. 451 pages, 73 chapters.
This book expands and extends the Creed and Program of the First, One and Only
White Racial Religion -- Creativity, and introduces the Salubrious Living Principle:
A Sound Mind in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment.
$8 each /Carton of 8 -- $40 / Carton of 50 -- $175 - postpaid.

W

-

-

WHEN WE DO, THE WAR IS AS GOOD AS WON, AND THE ENEMY DESTROYED.

-- $35 - postpaid

Expanding Creativity

By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1985. 255 pages. This book contains the
leading articles printed in the first 12 issues of Racial Loyalty.

Building a Whiter and Brighter W ~ r l d
By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1986. 270 pages. This book continues the
leading articles from issues of Racial Loyalty where Expanding Creativity left off.

RAHOWA! This Planet is All Ours
By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1987. 262 pages. This book details the
RACIAL HOLY WAR (RAHOWA) that is upon us, and how must fight that war to
survive.

The Klassen Letters, Volume One (1969-1976)
By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1988. 292 pages. This book traces the
Genesis of the Racial Religion for White'People, its origins and historical evolution
as chronicled through the correspondence of its Founder.

The Klassen ~ e t t e r s ,Volume Two (1976-1981)
By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1989. 276 pages. This book continues to trace
the Genesis of the Racial Religion for the White People, as chronicled through the
correspondence of its Founder.

A compelling documentation of the
powerful Jewish meat cartel's attack on
this man's successful meat packing
business. This expose reveals the hidden
Jewish hand in banking, the media and the
Federal gov't. Written by a Christian now
turned Creator.
389 pages. $7- postpaid.
The Late Great Book The Bible
by Nicholas Carter
A penetrating and provocative discussion of the Christian bible and the insanity that it released. Very compatible!
233 pages. $5 - postpaid.

Christianity Exposed
by Rev. Christine M. Johns
A scholarly review of Nature's Eternal
Religion and analysis of Christianity by an
honors graduate of the University of
Newcastle-on-the-Tyne, England.
30 pages. $2.50 - postpaid.

HUNTER
by Andrew Macdonald
The author of The Turner Diaries brings us
his second fictional novel about Oscar
Yeager, a pro-White activist and one-man
army. Scores a high E.T.E.F.
259 pages. $6 - postpaid.
THE FOLLOWING BOOKLETS ARE
PRICED AS FOLLOWS:
1 copy................................. $0.50
$3.00
10 copies.............................
25 copies............................. $6.00
100 copies.......................... $20.00
Booklet No. 38 16 pages
* Russia, Israel and the United States
* Israel's Dastardly 1967 Attack on the
U.S.S. Liberty
The Jewish Contribution to Mankind -The
Hell Bomb
* In the Name of the White Race - A
Declaration of lndependence from Jewish
Tyranny
Booklet No. 45 12 pages
* Superstition and Gullibility - The Achilles
Heel of the White Race
' Gullibility Rating Quiz
In the Name of the White Race - A
Declaration of lndependence from Jewish
Tyranny
Booklet No. 56 8 pages
* A Few Obvious Questions We Would Like
Christians to Explain With Some Sensible
Answers
Why We Indict Christianity So Strongly
Booklet No. 101 16 pages
Not Likely a "Who"
We are not Atheists - We are Creators
What is a Spirit?

-

-

A Revolution of Values Through Religion
By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1991. 294 pages. This book examines
Christianity in detail, and explodes the myths and fairy tales surrounding the
ancient religion that has obscured and hindered the White Race for 2,000 years.
$8 each / Carton of 8 -- $40 - postpaid.

Against the Evil Tide
By Ben Klassen, P.M. Published in 1991. 512 pages. 64 chapters. Ben Klassen's
magnum opus, the definitive autobiography of the Founder and Pontifex Maximus
of Creativity. Four years in the making, this book traces Klassen's Mennonite
ancestry, and details his life and ideological development. A must reading for
every Creator who is interested in learning about the historic beginning and
evolution of Creativity. Complete with several photographs.
$12 - postpaid.

-

-

Booklet
NO. 102 16 pages
' The Federal Reserve ~ o a r d
- The Most
Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in the World
Booklet No. 103 12 pages
O~erationRip-off
• he World's Ultimate Patsy - The White
American Taxpayer is the prime target for
all the scum of the world
Booklet No. 104 16 pages
RAHOWA! - Battle Cry of the White
RACIAL HOLY WAR
Booklet No. 105 12 pages
How to Overcome the Real Haters
' The Meaning of Prejudice and Bigotry
* Love and Hate
Booklet No. 106 12 pages
* The Flat Tire Syndrome
Our Race is Our Religion
'Come out of the Closet, White Man!
Booklet No. 107 12 pages
' White Racial Tean~work
Goal and Soul
Booklet No. 108 12 pages
' I Talked to God
* Articles for the Defense of the White
Race

1

-

-

-

What is Creativity?
(Flyer)
Creativity Creed & Program (Flyer)
A Real Case Against Jews (Flyer)
10-$1 50-$3 100-$5 1000-$30
WHITE PEOPLE AWAKE!
SAVE W E WHITE RACE!
Stickers or Business Cards
100-$10 1000-$25
QRDER MASS COPIES OF THIS ISSUF
10 copies............................. ..$2
50 copies............................... $6
100 copies...... ........................ 10
1000 copies........................... $30

Official Portrait
Signed 8 x 10" portrait of Ben Klassen,
Pontifex Maximus, Founder of the Whita
Racial Religion - Creativity. $10 each

The Signum Vinces
"The Symbol of Victory" 3' x 5' Battle Flag
of Creativity. 100% cotton, embroidered
on both sides with the C.O.T.C. logo - The
Signum Vinces! Exceptional Quality!
$55 each

Bolo Tie & Belt Buckle
Gold or Silver Color, these well crafted
accessories come complete with the
Signum Vinces proudly displayed!
$12 each

"Race & Reason" Video
With Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus,
representing the C.O.T.C. 30 mins. VHS,
half inch. Can be run on local cable
network in your area.
$20 each

COTC HQ Poster
Colorful, beautiful and meaningful, it
perpetuates the image of the COTC HQ
and provides visual inspiration for all White
Racial Loyalists - Creators.

COTC Founder Poster
Colorful, beautiful and meaningful, it
perpetuates the image of the COTC
Founder, Ben Klassen.
Both Posters for $20. Order Today!
The Brian Kozel Memorial Patch
In the memory of our Fallen Hero, this
multi-colored patch represents the
Sacrifice of our Martyr. $10 each

Creativity Patches
Shield 3 x 3.5" or Circle 2.5"
Tri-color embroidered. $5 each

The Signum Vinces Button
White Man! Proudly display the Signum
Vinces of the One and Only White Racial
Religion - Creativity! RAHOWA!
4 buttons - $1 / 10 buttons - $2

Order All Items From:
Church of the Creator
P.0. Box 400

Otto, NC 28763 USA

,-
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ORGANIC LAW vs TALMUDIC LAW

@
--

@

by Rev. Rudy Stanko
-

-

-

I

I

--

After being inaugurated as the next Pontifex Maximus,
the first thing that I want to accomplish is the
establishment of a Creator Law Office. The purpose of
the Law Office will be to supply the necessary knowledge
to understand and confront the present hybrid system of
Organic-Talmudic Law that has developed in the United
States since 1776; it governs our lives, as it does, in
fact, the entire world. The definitive difference between
Organic and Talmudic Law is as follows: when a society
is based upon natural laws and principles, there is little
need for government to intervene in the affairs of men,
and the law is natural, wholesome, or Organic; the Jews,
on the other hand, seek a dictatorial system of law, a
tyrannical and oppressive domination that uses the
power of big government to impose artificial restrictions
upon the people, so that they become slaves. This i s
the ultimate directive of Judaism: subversion
of the world t o the power of Jewish rule - the
fulfilment of Talmudic principles. Not only must Creators
be aware of their inherent rights, we must also possess
the intellectual ability to exercise and protect our White
sovereignty. Whenever a Creator becomes a victim of
the Talmudists, such as Loeb, Hayhow, and Deardorff,
we must jump to their aid and competently protect their
Organic rights. We have failed to do this until now
because we lack the legal knowledge and resources to
combat the decadent judicial system. That must be
changed.
If we lived under a system of pure Talmudic Law, which
is the Jew's goal, there would be no rights to protect. The
present plight of the Palestinians is an example.
Fortunately, our White ancestors documented our
Organic rights in the Declaration of Independence and
the Bill of Rights attached to what I call a "bankers" U.S.
Constitution.
Unfortunately, the Talmudists are
continually attempting to erase these rights from the law
books. It will be the goal at our LawOffice to reverse this
trend and restore our inalienable Organic rights.
History will verify that the White tribes of Europe
(contrary to the Mongoloids, Negroids, and Jews) have
been bred with the natural instincts for self-government
and to resist all intrusions upon our sovereignty. It is a
fact that no other race has possessed the natural ability
to promulgate their individual sovereignty as has the
White Race, displayed in such fundamental documents
as the Magna Carta, the Declaration of Independence,
the Articles of Confederation, and the Bill of Rights. In
opposition to our individual sovereignty under a
republican form of government, there exists a powerful
force - the Jewish race - to control every function of our
lives through a strong central government, under the
banner of "democracy". A government that has the
power to give you everything you need also has the
power to take everything you have. Recognizing this,
our White ancestors intended that we live under a
Republican form of government, not the current welfare
state: the mob rule of democracy.

,

We lost our Republican form of Government when the
17th Amendment was attached to the U.S. Constitution
by the Talmudists. Historians recognize that William of
Orange acquired the throne of the Anglo-Saxon empire in
1685 with funds borrowed from the Jews of the Bank of
Amsterdam, in exchange for their perpetual control of the
Bank of England. Then in 1776, our ancestors officially
abolished the central authority the Bank of England had
had on their lives through the Declaration of
Independence.
In opposition to our Organic Law, the Talmudic Jew
has been bred to always worm his way back into our
sovereignty in an attempt to destroy our independent life
style. The Talmudic Law mandates that they breed out
the threat of all White independent instincts either
through miscegenation with non-Whites, or through
Ohristian brainwashing, or a combination of both. This is
confirmed by the submissive manipulation and present
monetary raping of the Third World continents of Asia,
Africa, and Central and South America. In 1992 we are
confronted with a much stronger entrenched central
Jewish authority than our forefathers ever confronted

200 years ago. But we now have a weapon that
our White ancestors lacked. We now have a
Creativity
and armed with
Racial Religion
this weapon we must learn how t o legally eject
the Jewish parasites from the blood stream of
our sovereign lives.
Every Creator interested in protecting and defending
his and other Creators' rights must comprehend every
clause in the first ten (10) Articles of Amendments to the
U.S. Constitution, also called the Bill of Rights, and be
especially cognizant of the 9th and 10th Articles. Along
with your State Constitutional rights, these two
Amendments provide every conceivable right that is
prerequisite to self-affirmation. The post civil war
amendments were illegally inserted into the U.S.
Constitution by the Jewish bankers, with the participation
of the African anthropoids.
They attempted the
impossible, that is, to form some type of common bonds
or common law applying to both the White European and
the African anthropoid. These post war attachments,
which were not properly ratified, are not conducive with
the White documents, nor with the U.S. Constitution, nor
with our Organic Law.
The Jews are aware of their weakness, i.e. their
attempt to dominate our Organic Law in a White
self-governing society with their Talmudic Law. When the
origins of Talmudic Law are exposed and recognized by
the majority of our White citizens, the Jews will be told to
pack their bags. This happened in England in 1230, in
Spain and Portugal in 1492 and 1493, again in England in
1583, in Russia in 1875, and in Germany in 1938. The
Jews will continue to impose their Talmudic Law in
preference to our Organic Law as long as we allow them
to get away with it. Not only must we learn how to
competently argue our Organic Law, we must also insist
thatour adjudicates - our judges and juries - be our
peers.

-

-

-

A government that has the
power to give you everything
you need, also has the power
Here ale a few examples of how the Creator Law Office
intends to combat Talmudic Law pursuant to the Bill of
Rights attached to the U.S. Constitution:
(1) The Flrst Article of the Amendment states:
"Congress shall make no law ...to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances." The U.S.
Supreme Court has recently ruled that the public schools
must allow all religious denominations access to their
facilities. We will prepare petitions for injunctive relief
and law suits naming school administrators who reject a
Creator's request to hold a bible study or history lessons
as other religious study groups or societies hold their
meetings in public buildings.
(2) We intend to prepare audio and video tapes
defining your rights in each clause of the Constitution
and how to exercise andlor protect those rights if you or
other Creators are arrested by JOG. This includes
exercising all of your Due Process rights, and making
JOG's military police confine themselves to their proper
constitutional powers, i.e. their limited jurisdiction and
venue parameters.
(3) We will prepare lessons on how to rescind JOG's
various licence requirements, that are in violation of our
inherent rights, i.e. to earn a living, freedom of travel, and
practice of law.
(4) We will improvise a stringent testing procedure and
issue Legal Bar Cards for all Creators qualified to act as
legal assistants.
These are just a few programs that I intend to
implement in order for us to understand and confront the
present hybrid system of Organic-Talmudic Law that
illegally intrudes in every function of our lives, including
the massive illegal importation of Negroids, Jews, and
muds into our lands.

-

RAHOWA!

Rev. Rudy Stanko

by Q v . Eric *wthnne
&!& sky

is barren above me,
Tom between columns ashgmy and 61bod red,
As the tyrants' invoke their venomous 4
Crippbd and bro&n, but I am nut d i d .
I huvejoumyed the roadof ten thousand men,
And worn on my heart their misey andfolly,
r haveganrered difeat, I huve uttered h p a i r ,
As r drown in the sorrow o f & meliznchol'y.
oh, where is there hupefor a man such as I?
Does thk wastebnd&er such men a reprke?
Gaze into the madttess - berserkin my cage W l b d i i g infuy and anger and rage!
Standout of my way, you we& h o h men,
W t h he& stufjred with stmw,
And heartsfiCled wi th sin,
Ind+ng in eveything & and alien.
M y brothers in war! HolXin your hearts,
?liese b o u words of wisdom, before we do part:
As the battb rages on,and the war w q p Ibnger,
brave words ofthe m i t e Man's Creed,
me stronger!'
"*t
does not @fme

?Tieseare the h y s ,
%ie dlzys of adventure,
adventure with youthJ
Wzth Gfe fuflofsphndor;
l o be young!
l o be young andfree,
FiUkd with the promise,
Of a fiyi fdofgliny;
l o em6arkon the path
?list destiny's bid,
l o shim with 6oM GriUiance,
%ugh one h y it s h d f a d i ;
2nd when Igrow oh6
I s M e ny the youth,
G youth I once W,
a(;a soliiier of truth;
But while I am youngJ
I shdseize every day,
I s M s o & u p the beauty,
Before If& away...
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IN THE LIGHTER VEIN,,.
Ridicule i s frequently employed with more
Horace
power and success than is severity.
1hereby pledge my undying LOYALTY to the
WHITE RACE and to THE CHURCH OF THE
CREATOR; that I am a true member of the WHITE
RACE and will faithfully practice RACIAL
LOYALTY; that at all times I will practice the
GOLDEN RULE, namely, to promote the best
interests of the WHITE RACE. Therefore. I
hereby apply for ACTIVE Membership in THE
CHURCH-OF THE CREATOR, in order that 1may
spread the word more effectively and make my
utmost contribution to my race. I pledge to do
this without reservation.

0 I want to renew my membership.
Enclosed is a $25.00 donation. This entitles
me to a one-year subscription (12 issues) to
RACIAL LOYALTY as well.
0 I want to become a NEW MEMBER.
Enclosed is a $25.00 donation. This entitles
m e to a M e m b e r s h i p Certificate,
Membership Card a n d a One-Year
subscription to RACIAL LOYALTY as well.

0 I want to renew my subscription to
RACIAL LOYALTY only. Enclosed is a
$15.00 donation.
0 Please find additional donation in the
amount of $

Street:.............................
City:--

State:

Zip

I am interested in finding out more about:

0 The White Berets
0 The White Rangers
0 Pro-White Activism in my area
0 Qualifications for Reverendship

NOW AVAILABLE
On MicroFilm.. ,
The First 76 Issues of

U s

Pm-WIhBfis

Nowe~apsr

The New York Times, The Washington Post,
And every major establishment paper has
preserved their past editions for the record.
NOW WE HAVE ALSO.
Purchase a Viewer,
Use the Library Viewer,
Or simply donate them to a public library.
Whatever Your Choice,
They're a good deal at $20- postpaid.
The first 76 complete issues - 920 pages
On Microfilm

I
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WHITE HEAT CARTOONS

by Ron Quinn

